African studies computer resources that are resdily available in the United States with linkages to Africa are described, highlighting those most directly corresponding to African content. Africanists can use the following four fundamental computer systems: (1) Internet/Bitnet; (2) Fidonet; (3) Usenet; and (4) 
This paper will focus on African studies computer resources readily available in the U.S. with linkages to Africa. Since the actual number uf resources change daily, this article will highlight the ones most directly corresponding to African content.
Africanists can utilize four fundamental computer systems:
Internet/Bitnet, Fidonet, Usenet, and dial-up bulletin board services (BBS) .
Knowledge of these systems is critical for 
Listserv
The Listserv system is a feature which some universities provide for automating the distribution lists.
This service customarily requires a minimum of 100 users before a computer center will accept responsibility for posting new usexs, archiving messages, and maintaining the variation commands for the users. Over 3000 lists exist worldwide in this automated, public format.
Some examples of lists and their contents available through Listserv arn: 
Telnet
Telnet is not a network, as its name implies, but actually a service which allows remote access to computers.
At some universities all personal computers (via ethernet) have access to telnet connection while at other universities only the campus mainframe has this service.
Gopher/CWIS/WAIS Telnet provides connections to campus wide information services (CWIS) also known as "gopher,'" or wide area information service (WAIS). In addition to providing E-mail addresses, course lists, weekly announcements, and faculty addresses; this connection accesses computerized library catalog systems around the world.
The University of Pennsylvania has created an African Studies bulletin board via "gopher" <gopher.upenn.edu>, <FTP.upenn.edu>, <telnet penninfo.upenn.edu>4 To access the African Studies database follow the directions below:
"PennInfo" "Interdisciplinary Studies" "African Studies" There are no overhead costs. Consequently, this process permits access to developing areas by users of the international hosts. Gateways or links have reduced the cost of transmission.
Echomail is a specific forum, conference group or newsgroup. Echomail is public, appearing on all systems that are carrying that conference, group, and can usually be read by all users that are participating in that conference group.
These conference groups require no subscription or fees. Currently, there are four Bulletin Board System The bulletin board system (BBS) connects personal computers directly through a telephone connection.
Each board consists of people interested in sending and receiving messages and files dealing with a specific topic.
BBS software allows for greatr variation in format depending on the system operator and proposed This iniormation is available through the Internet Society and following FTP site. For those francophone countries having UUCP (U/u) service, further information can be obtained by contacting the director of ORSTOM Paul Renaud. <renaud@ostom.fr> In addition to Landweber's list, Karanja Gakio has assembled a list of specific addresses and networks in Africa. <gakio@FTP.com> The Internet Society is a repository for African contacts. <isoc@isoc.org> or on "gopher"
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Conclusion The four computer networks briefly described above and the variety of services which they provide are fundamental tools for Africanists. As such, these networks should be readily available and used by administrators, faculty, students, librarians, and outreach personnel in connecting with others interested in Africa. Proficiency in computer technology, including the manipulation computer networks has become a requirement for Africanists in research, teaching, administration, and extension.
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